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Battery 3's innovative new Cell Matrix allows you to load up to 16 samples for full customization,
each of which can be a solo or mono drum. You can set the number of Cells, Rows, and Columns. You
can now Color-code your cells. Battery 3's innovative Cell Matrix allows you to load up to 16 samples
for full customization, each of which can be a solo or mono drum. You can set the number of Cells,

Rows, and Columns. You can now Color-code your cells. To get the most out of the Sample Player, its
best to have an additive synth. By that I mean one that has the flexibility to add an enormous range
of textures, beats, stabs, snares and FX to the same patch. Sure, the Freeze (or Hold), may sound
cool on a snare drum patch, but its going to sound really weird when you have multiple layers of
snares on top of each other. Additonal FX and loops are also great, especially for live use. If you

know something about MT-32s and how they work then it is hard to describe just how many
parameters there are. The classic snares have width, release, glide, retrigger, attack, release

envelope, automation, decay, pitch bend and others, plus each individual drum voice has a different
number of individual parameters. But thats not all. Each parameter has its own range. The width can
be 0 to 16, the decay can be 0 to 32, the brightness can be 0 to 255, the speed can be 0 to 128, the
volume can be 0 to 255, the pre-trigger can be 0 to 16, the retrigger can be 0 to 16, the glide can be
0 to 32, the pitch can be 1 to 64, the channel pressure can be 0 to 16 and the range can be 1 to 128.
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